Campsite View
24" x 30"
Designed by Kathy Deggendorfer and Laura Fouts
Kathy Deggendorfer Studios
KDS001........................MSRP $12.00

NOTE: Yardages are estimates. Not final kit amounts.

Quilter's Road Trip
by Kathy Deggendorfer

Additional Materials Needed:
- Fusible web......................1/4 yd
- 6" string or cord
- 1- 3/4" plastic ring

MAS513-BB3........................1/4 yd
MAS 8119-A3 ......................1/4 yd
MAS610-Q2 .........................1/4 yd
MAS8196-B2 .......................1/4 yd
MASD9190-Z ..................2/3 yd or 1 Panel
MAS513-QBW ......................1/4 yd
MASD9193-O ......................1/4 yd
MAS513-SW .......................1/6 yd
MAS 8119-Q .......................1/6 yd
MASD9194-B ......................2/3 yd
MASD9194-B (backing)...........1 yd

MAS 8119-QW ....................1/4 yd
MASD9193-O ......................1/4 yd
MASD9194-B  (backing) ..........1 yd

NOTE: Yardages are estimates. Not final kit amounts.